NEW BRASSELER USA® HAND INSTRUMENTS

Hollow, lightweight stainless steel for enhanced tactile sensitivity

Handle finishing enhances slip-free grip in gloved hands

Extended handle neck assists in correct finger placement and adaptation

Proprietary tempering and finishing process to ensure a long lasting, razor-sharp edge

Matte finish reduces glare from enhanced lighting

Maintains clean, aseptic appearance through repeated sterilization cycles

HYGIENE

SV3 Savannah-3 Scaler
- Thin contra-angle for better adaptation and enhanced posterior access
- Also recommended as instrument of choice for cement removal by leading clinician, Dr. John Kois
- Available in handles: #6, #8 (#6 shown)

SBH5/6 Barnhart 5-6 Curette
- Universal curette for medium calculus removal, also available in Rigid and Thin versions
- Available in #2, #4, #6, and #8 Cushion Grip (#6 shown)

SG11/12 Gracey 11-12 Curette
- Gracey curettes are available in a variety of designs such as Long, Mini Long, Rigid, and new LTS.
- Available in handles #4, #6, and #8 cushion grip (shown in #6)

By Your Side in Dentistry

To order call 800.841.4522 or fax 888.610.1937.
In Canada call 800.363.3838 or fax 866.330.4454.
Visit our website at BrasselerUSA.com
**DENTAL INSTRUMENTATION**

- **TINMINIL/R - Composite Instrument**
  - Mini Curved Paddle features mirror image blades 1.5 mm wide
  - Titanium nitride coated to minimize composite sticking and tug back
  - Available in handle #6 only

- **TINPF3R - Composite Instrument**
  - Small Paddle/Condenser features 2.0 mm wide paddle end and 1.1 mm flat end condenser
  - Titanium nitride coated to minimize composite sticking and tug back
  - Available in handle #6 only

**DIAGNOSTIC**

- **EX5 Explorer**
  - Instrument of choice for caries and calculus detection
  - Available in handles: #2, #4 and #6 (shown in #6)

- **EX23/CP12 Expro**
  - Probe end also known as Marquis (3-6-9-12). Available in a variety of popular probe marking styles such as Williams (1-2-3-5-7-8-9-10) with Explorer 23.
  - Available in handles: #2, #4 and #6 (shown in #6)

**RESTORATIVE - CORD PLACEMENT**

- **CP122 - Cord Placer**
  - Blades turned to 0° and 90° angles from terminal shank
  - Smooth and serrated versions available
  - Available in handles: #2, #4, #6 and #8 cushion grip (#6 shown)

- **CP113 - Cord Placer**
  - Blades turned to a 45° angle from the terminal shank
  - Smooth and serrated versions available
  - Available in handles: #2, #4, #6 and #8 cushion grip (#6 shown)

**RESTORATIVE - COMPOSITE PLACEMENT**

- **TINMINIL/R - Composite Instrument**
  - Mini Curved Paddle features mirror image blades 1.5 mm wide
  - Titanium nitride coated to minimize composite sticking and tug back
  - Available in handle #6 only